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Wendy Briggs is a registered Dental 
Hygienist with more than 25 years 
of experience.  For more than 18 
years Wendy has helped thousands 
of dentists take control of their 
practice and uncover millions of 
dollars of unseen/untapped revenue 
by serving their patients at a higher 
level.   She is a published author 
who has been featured in virtually 
every dental publication and has 
lectured for and consulted with 
many of the top leaders is the 
industry.  

In addition to her managerial 
expertise, Wendy has one of the 
most highly regarded hygiene and 
Periodontal programs in the 
industry. Dental Service 
Organizations and privately owned 
practices soar when they adopt her 
protocol.  

 

        
                                      Treatment Planning Powerhouse      
           9:00am- 12:00 noon    
Many dentists would like their Hygiene Department to help patients 
accept more dentistry. Yet, hygienists may lack confidence, fear saying the 
wrong thing or don’t want the patient to feel pushed. This presentation helps 
the dentist and hygienist get on the same page and find balance. Learn ‘what’ 
to say and ‘how’ to say it, building value for services in language simple enough 
for patients to understand. Learn how to use diagnostic tools 
effectively and save time in the long run. 

                                                            
                                                              
                          Developing A World Class Hygiene Driven Practice 
     2:00pm-5:00 pm 
Tired of Hygiene headaches? Do you see your Hygiene Department as a loss 
leader? Want more comprehensive services offered in Hygiene, but aren’t sure 
where to begin?  

Increase practice profitability by maximizing the role of the dental hygienist as 
a preventative therapist. An empowered hygienist works in synergy with the 
dentist and is seen as a ‘physician’ of the mouth for preventative treatment. 
Learn how hygienists nationwide are transforming lack luster programs into 
‘World Class’ Hygiene Departments by serving patients with a comprehensive 
focus, providing more complete care and creating raving fans at the same time. 

Not just for the Hygienist, this presentation is perfect for the entire team. 
Dentists, Hygienists, Team Leaders and all auxiliary members will want to 
attend to learn entire systems for a ‘World Class’ Practice. 
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